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Space and time are universal categories, and the ways in which religious
persons relate to them are often widely shared across cultures.¹ Mircae
Eliade begins the first chapter of his influential The

karbala and the imam husayn
An Iraqi journalist was in intensive care after being shot in the head early
Monday, doctors said, only 24 hours after a leading anti-government activist
was killed.Anti-corruption campaigner Ihab Al

sacred place and sacred time in the medieval islamic middle east: a
historical perspective
During this holy month, Shiites in Iran hold memorial ceremonies to mourn
the death of Imam Hussein, the grandson of the prophet of Islam, who was
martyred by the Umayyad Caliph Yazid in the Battle of

iraqi reporter seriously wounded day after activist’s killing sparks
protests
Sad songs blared from loudspeakers throughout the city and black flags
fluttered alongside pictures of Hussein and his half-brother Imam Abbas,
both of whom are buried in the city. Karbala

iran claims it foiled major is plot ahead of holy month
The Battle of Karbala? The 7th Century battle is often cited as the moment
when Shia and Sunni Muslims split. The battle also signifies the supreme
sacrifice of Imam Hussein, the grandson of

shiites throng karbala for arbaeen despite threats
The Shiite pilgrimage marks the end of 40 days of mourning for Imam
Hussein, Prophet Mohammed's The incident in Karbala indicates mounting
tensions as the deadline approaches.

jesus in south, ram in north. will modi invoke karbala sacrifice next?
According to Shiite tales, Wahab and John were Christians who came out in
support of Imam Hussein and were martyred in the Battle of Karbala in the
year 61 AH of the Islamic calendar. As for

dozens injured in clashes in iraq's south during pilgrimage
Karbala, 60 miles southwest of Baghdad “We are the sons of Imam Hussein,
and the name of Ali is always on our tongues.” Shiites or Shia—the terms
are used interchangeably and both

epic fail: iraqi politician "caught" faking religion to boost election
campaign
KARBALA, Iraq (CNN)-- A female suicide bomber apparently targeting
Shiite worshippers killed at least 40 people and wounded at least 65 in
Karbala on Monday, according to an Interior Ministry

iraq’s oppressed majority
As spring gives way to summer, the Middle East is seeing new lines drawn.
In these crucial days, long-term strategies are being formulated. Heavy
clashes between Jews and Palestinians inside the borde

female suicide bomber kills 40 in iraq, official says
Taziyeh Khani is also a type of expression of the event of Karbala event and
the courage of Imam Hussein and his companions who have been
considered in Hormuzgan province since the Qajar era and

the iranian regime’s crisis and its need for ties with saudi arabia
There were no claims of responsibility so far for incidents at the Imam
Hussein and Imam Abbas mosques fighting occurred near the shrines in
Karbala in August 2007 between Shiite rivals

covid-19, restrictions of moharram rituals in iran
"We receive Iranian visitors as well as those of other nationalities who come
to Karbala to commemorate the memory of [Imam] al-Husayn and for other
[occasions]. The ages of visitors varies.

3 killed in iraq shrine bombings
Among the victims were several Iranian pilgrims who'd come to worship at
the Imam Hussein shrine The majority of casualties in the Karbala suicide
bombing were female pilgrims who'd gathered

iran/iraq: trade flow increases, but mostly from tehran to baghdad
Mourners carry the body of Iraqi anti-government activist Ihab al-Wazni
(Ehab al-Ouazni) during his funeral at the Imam Hussein Shrine in the
central holy shrine city of Karbala on May 9

cheney cites 'phenomenal' iraqi security progress as bombing kills
40
Shiite Muslims are observing the solemn holy day of Ashoura that they
typically mark with large, mournful gatherings, in the shadow of the
coronavirus

iraqi reporter seriously wounded day after activist’s killing sparks
protests
Killed in 680 AD by Caliph Yezid I’s forces during the Battle of Karbala, in
modern-day Iraq, Hussein is revered as the third imam by Shia. It would
even be more unusual were we not in the

shiite muslims mark holy day of mourning in virus’ shadow
Imam Hussein was the grandson of the Prophet Mohammed. The Shiites
who packed Karbala's main square Monday and Tuesday came from
throughout the country. Many called for the United States to leave

a shia act of piety or forbidden trend? the debate on self-inflicted
wounds on ashura
A PARADE will be held on a major Bradford road tomorrow to mark the holy
day of Ashura. The procession will take place in the Great Horton area
between 10am and 1.30pm, taking in Great Horton Road

garner in northern iraq as thousands of shiite pilgrims head to
karbala
KARBALA, Iraq — Protesters have reportedly attempted to He said that
thousands of employees of both Imam Hussein and Imam Abbas shrines had
taken part in the protests. Musleh said, “The PMU are

procession to mark the holy day of ashura to be held in bradford
A host of changes were introduced: the name of the Fatimid imam-caliph
was eliminated from Friday has for the past millennium marked the burial
place of the head of al-Husayn b. ʿAli, the martyr

iranian consulates torched in najaf and karbala
TEHRAN - Now that Kabul is mourning its innocent young girls a number of
Iranian grand ayatollahs have issued separate statements expressing their
disgust over the May 9 horrific terrorist activity in

sacred place and sacred time in the medieval islamic middle east: a
historical perspective
Men clad in white robes and dark uniforms brandishing Kalashnikov rifles
stood guard every five meters (16 feet) along the roof of Najaf's gold domed
Imam Ali shrine ahead of the funeral.

grand ayatollahs issue statements strongly condemning terrorist
attack at kabul school
as Prime Minister Nuri Al-Maliki recently ordered Muslim prayers to be
directed to the Shi'ite holy city Karbala, instead of Mecca. Karabala is
where Imam Al-Hussein, a Shi'ite "martyr" who

mourners gather for cleric burial
most of all the mausoleum of Sayyida Zaynab – sister of the Imam Husayn –
who in 680 carried his severed head to Damascus after the massacre at

iraq changes prayer direction: karbala, not mecca
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Karbala. In Iranian historiography, the great

1991-92 Shia uprising in Najaf/Karbala, encouraged by

iran cannot afford to lose syria
Husayn Ibn Ali was the grandson of Prophet Muhammed who was said to be
beheaded in the battle of Karbala. To mark the day, the Shia community
mourn the loss of Imam Husayn. They take out

saeed naqvi | recalling iraq’s tragedy in 2003 & statesmanship of pm
vajpayee
The sole superpower can arrange for a statue to be pulled down, but how
does it show images of crowds celebrating Saddam Hussein’s fall? The
1991-92 Shia uprising in Najaf/Karbala, encouraged by

al hijri 2020: celebrated on 1st day of muharram, know the history
behind the islamic new year
On Sunday, thousands of Lebanese of all ages gathered in processions to
commemorate the death of the imam Hussein, the Prophet Muhammad's
grandson, and the associated battle of Karbala.

saeed naqvi | recalling iraq’s tragedy in 2003 & statesmanship of pm
vajpayee
Iran’s Bandar Abbas and Imam Khomeini refineries plan to build According
to Syrian Prime Minister Hussein Arnous, there is a program in the Ministry
of Oil for the Homs Refinery to reach

ashura in lebanon: donating blood rather than spilling it
when Shiite Muslims mourn the slaughter of Imam Hussein 1366 years ago
in what is now Karbala in southern Iraq. During the day of Tasua, the
women mourners in this city cover their faces

refinery news roundup: gasoline demand rising in middle east
Monday's bombing hit during a prayers ceremony commemorating 40 days
since the anniversary of the death of Imam Hussein is a revered Shiite
martyr who was killed in 680 A.D. in the city of

special tradition to commemorate tasua in khorramabad, iran
Karbala is 50 miles south of Baghdad and thousands the death of one of
Shiite Islam’s most sacred saints, Imam Hussein, grandson of the Prophet
Muhammad. As of Saturday at least 3,052

suicide bomber targets shiite mosque in kabul, killing 32
Nationalist protests increased, and in the summer of 1920, one leader,
Imam Shirazi of Karbala, issued a fatwa The 35-year-old prince, son of the
Sharif Hussein of Mecca (now part of Saudi

20 killed on deadliest day for u.s. in 2 years
when Shiite Muslims mourn the slaughter of Imam Hussein 1366 years ago
in what is now Karbala in southern Iraq. (UPI Photo/Mohammad Kheirkhah)
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iraq’s unruly century
392-406). (A similar ritual is performed by some Shia Muslims on Ashura,
the anniversary of the martyrdom of Imam Hussein, the prophet's grandson,
at Karbala. People flagellate themselves with chains

shiite muslims prepare for ashura in tehran
1991-92 Shia uprising in Najaf and Karbala encouraged by operation Desert
Storm was harshly put down by Saddam Hussein. The only images of the
damaged shrine of Imam Hussain was brought to the

the limits of grief
Adnan Sarwar joins a party of pilgrims at the Mosque of Imam Husayan, one
of the holiest sites in Shia Islam, and accompanies them on a journey to the
Holy Shrines of Karbala. He also visits one

april 2003: us in iraq, vajpayee's pak initiative and worldview india
(comment)
1991-92 Shia uprising in Najaf and Karbala encouraged by operation Desert
Storm was harshly put down by Saddam Hussein. The only images of the
damaged shrine of Imam Hussain was brought to the

journey in the danger zone: iraq
The killing of the Jordanian terrorist Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi does not mean
the end of terrorism in Iraq,” Shiite Sheik Abdul-Mahdi al-Karbalai said in
the southern city of Karbala of former leader

april 2003: us in iraq, vajpayee''s pak initiative and worldview india
(comment)
South of the capital, snow also carpeted the Shiite holy city of Karbala,
which draws pilgrims from round the world to its famed shrines, the goldendomed mausoleums of Abbas and Imam Hussein.

u.s. launches dozens of raids to find al-zarqawi followers in iraq
Adnan Sarwar joins a party of pilgrims at the Mosque of Imam Husayan, one
of the holiest sites in Shia Islam, and accompanies them on a journey to the
Holy Shrines of Karbala. He also visits one
journey in the danger zone: iraq
Black-and-white footage from hours earlier in the southern city of Karbala
showed a gunman calmly of the fall of Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein,
protesters used sandals to beat photos of

ultra-rare snowfall carpets baghdad
For Shias, Ashura is a day of mourning which commemorates the
martyrdom of the Imam al-Husayn. This is considered at a cemetery in the
central city of Karbala. There are over 2.5 million

in iraq, powerful militias assassinate protesters with impunity
Karbala is where in the 7th century It commemorates the 40th day after
Imam Hussein’s death. An estimated two million pilgrims turned out. Shia
themselves were surprised at their

sunnis and shias: what's the story?
In November 2013, Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu visited the
Shiite holy cities of Najaf and Karbala tie to mourn the martyrdom of Imam
Hussein, the third Shiite Imam.
turkey, iran compartmentalize ties to sidestep differences
The sole superpower can arrange for a statue to be pulled down, but how
does it show images of crowds celebrating Saddam Hussein’s fall? The
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